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Abstract – This paper presents a patch antenna on a
jeans textile with an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC)
structure stacked on a solar cell for wearable applications
in the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band.
Meanwhile, the loading of the AMC reflector increases
the radiation efficiency and antenna gain and also results
in a reduction in specific absorption rate levels. As exam-
ination cases, two textile antenna designs loaded on 7
× 8 patches of AMC plane with the ground plane of
both fully copper conductor and partially copper aided
with solar cells were fabricated and tested, presenting
a strong agreement between simulation and measure-
ment. Its measured impedance bandwidth is 13.79%
(2.16 GHz–2.48 GHz) with good return loss and volt-
age standing wave ratio features in the operating band
where it is being used. Besides being a source of elec-
tricity, the silicon solar cells are also used as a radio
frequency ground plane for the AMC plane. They can
produce 363.08 mW.

Index Terms – Artificial magnetic conductor (AMC),
integrated antennas, patch antennas, solar cells, wearable
antennas, wireless body area networks (WBAN).

I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of technology is important only when

it is harmonized with our mother nature. So, while devel-
oping any technology, the environment should be the
utmost priority. Wireless communication is the most
emergent, prolific, and accepted area of the commu-
nication field. So far, research efforts focus on spec-
trum efficiency, transmission reliability, data rate, and
services provided to users [1–3]. However, most of the
recent research efforts have disregarded the implications
of wireless networks’ environmental responsibility, e.g.,
energy efficiency and environmental impact [4, 5]. Green
energy may even require its surroundings to help gener-

ate power, making it mostly unpredictable. This is where
smart technology and the internet of things (IoT) come
into play [6–8].

Green wireless communication will provide energy-
efficient communication. It will result in less radiation
from devices as well as more economic solutions for ser-
vice providers, and they will also strive to reduce their
carbon footprint [9–11]. The integration of the solar cell
with an antenna, called “green antennas,” can be used
for advanced wireless technologies for energy-efficient
green communication. As for renewable energy, solar
cells are becoming an important source by virtue of their
cleanliness and safety. Indeed, silicon solar cells can be
utilized as both a radiating patch [12–15] and an antenna
ground plane [16–21] due to its conducting properties.

The GaAs solar cell patches [12] were utilized to
demonstrate the antenna structure, instead of copper
patches. The authors demonstrated that the patch antenna
is stacked with a solar cell [13–15] for wireless local
area network (WLAN), worldwide interoperability for
microwave access (Wi-Max) and wireless fidelity (Wi-
Fi) applications, where the solar cell performs as an
RF patch section notwithstanding its direct current (DC)
generation. The variation of the reflection coefficient of
the multiband patch antenna loaded in slots with and
without solar cell stacking was addressed [13]. The influ-
ence of solar cell operation on RF antenna performance
was investigated by combining a DC/RF isolation circuit
[14]. The investigation into the performance of solar cell
ground plane [16] for antenna design on FR4 substrate
was discussed. Also presented were silicon solar cells
used as microwave ground planes with patch antennas
on the FR4 substrate for WLAN applications [17], thin
film glass substrate for wireless communications [18],
airborne communication nodes [19], Plexiglas substrate
for remote area applications [20], and the FR4 substrate
for future mobile communications [21]. Changes in solar
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cell DC power production with and without antennas
were also examined [20, 21].

Recently, advancements in technology in solar cell
research have allowed their size to be reduced to such an
extent that they can be easily sewn onto items of cloth-
ing without appearing presently bulky [22, 23]. Solar
clothing uses photovoltaic cells in order to harness the
sun’s energy and use it to power electronic gadgets. Ini-
tially, copper and, after that, fabric-conducting materi-
als are used as the conducting parts of the wearable
antennas. For fabricating the wearable antennas, differ-
ent types of non-conducting fabric dielectric materials
are used. For high performance radio LAN (HIPER-
LAN) applications, the radiation performance of copper-
based and Zelt-based conductive fabric-based wearable
patch antennas [24] aided by polyester fabric substrate
was investigated. Under bending and crumpling con-
ditions, the copper foil koch fractal wearable dipole
antenna in the very high frequency (VHF) band (430
MHz–475 MHz) for military applications [25] and the
ring resonator wearable patch antenna [27] at 5.8 GHz
aided with a common jeans cotton substrate were investi-
gated. A parametric study was demonstrated on the rect-
angular textile patch antenna [26], which was made from
both copper and nickel-plated polyester fabric with a
denim substrate for ISM band wireless body-area net-
work applications. Wearable patch antennas with differ-
ent electro-textile materials were fabricated, and their
radiation performance was discussed [28, 30]. The per-
formance of a new embroidered wearable antenna on
a Felt substrate [29] was demonstrated and tested. A
brief study on wearable antennas for dual-band opera-
tion [31–33], dual-mode single band operation [34] and
ultra-wideband (UWB) operation [35] was also reported.

The electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structure has
captivated researchers due to its desirable unique band-
gap features, which have been discovered to be used in
suppressing surface waves and improving performance
in wearable antenna designs [36, 37], such as bandwidth,
gain, compactness, and so on, for wireless body area
network applications. Furthermore, metasurfaces have
inspired a wide range of applications in wearable anten-
nas, where they are used not only to improve the prop-
erties of antennas, such as bandwidth and gain, but also
to ensure the antenna will work at an appropriate fre-
quency. Metasurface-based wearable antennas are pre-
sented and discussed for their performance in the dual-
band [38, 39] operation, the ISM band [40], UWB [41],
and also X-band [42] applications. The use of metama-
terials for SAR reduction [43] is being investigated in
the context of designing communication equipment for
safety compliance.

An AMC is a metamaterial that imitates the
attributes of a permanent magnetic conductor (PMC).

AMC can be useful in wireless body area networks
(WBAN) because it allows for better transmission and
less backward radiation [44, 45]. Additionally, the oper-
ating frequency range of the antenna is closely related
to the bandwidth of the AMC. The dual-band wearable
antenna loaded with AMC was presented for WLAN
applications [46]. The ability of the AMC to reduce SAR
for wearable antenna design [47–53] was discussed. The
textile patch antenna associated with the solar cell has
not been discussed in detail to date.

In this article, an AMC loaded textile patch antenna
with and without integrated solar cells is demonstrated
and its radiation performance is studied. This paper is
organized as follows: Section II describes the proposed
antenna design and its fabrication. Section III describes
high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) antenna sim-
ulation analysis compared with measurement results and
also the solar cell parametric measurement with and
without the antenna. Finally, Section IV shows the con-
clusion.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The proposed textile antenna layout consists of two

modules, and it is shown in Figure 1. One of them is the
patch antenna module, and the other is the AMC reflector
module.

In the upper module, there are three layers that are
of focus: the patch, substrate, and ground plane. Sim-
ilarly, in the lower module, there are three layers: the
AMC reflector plane, substrate, and ground plane. In
both modules, the conducting parts (patch, AMC plane,
and ground plane) are made of copper foil with a thick-
ness of 0.025 mm, whereas the substrate part is Jeans
fabric with a relative permittivity (εr) of 1.67, a loss
tangent (δ ) of 0.02, and a thickness (h) of 2 mm. The
jeans fabric and copper foil have been cut manually. In
this study, two designs of antenna models are demon-
strated. The first model is an incorporated patch antenna
(top module) with a fully copper-grounded AMC module
(bottom module), and the second one is the same incor-
poration with a partially copper-grounded AMC module,
aided with solar cells.

The top patch antenna module of the proposed
model is designed by using a transmission line model and
its geometry is shown in Figure 2(a). The patch antenna
consists of a top copper patch with a size of 46 mm ×
51 mm and a bottom copper ground with a size of 96 mm
× 101 mm, which is glued using fabric glue onto a Jeans
substrate with a size of 96 mm × 101 mm. The feed point
is carefully chosen through HFSS V.15 of ANSYS for
good impedance matching. As shown in Figure 2(b), the
bottom AMC module is made up of a 7 × 8 array of
copper foil square unit patches, and each AMC unit cell
measures 10 mm × 10 mm and is glued on the same size
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Fig. 1. Antenna layout: (a) 3D layout of the proposed
patch antenna on the AMC plane with partially aided
solar cells; (b) proposed antenna coaxial feed view; (c)
proposed antenna side view.
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the proposed antenna: (a) patch
antenna (top module); (b) AMC plane (bottom module).

as the top module of the Jeans substrate. Their optimized
dimensions are summarized in Table 1.

The AMC unit cells are arranged periodically in
equal spaces and cover the entire area of the substrate.

Table 1: Optimized dimensions of the proposed antenna
Parameters Value

(mm)
Parameters Value

(mm)
Lp 46 Lt 4
Wp 51 Wt 3.5
Ls 96 Al 10
Ws 101 Aw 10
Fp 16 Lg 3
– – Wg 2
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Fig. 3. Fabrication of the proposed antenna modules: (a)
patch antenna; (b) AMC plane.

The fabricated modules are shown in Figure 3(a) and (b).
The ground plane of the AMC module for the two pro-
posed cases: the first one is glued with copper foil, and
the second one is partially copper foil soldered with the
solar cells under investigation.

In the first case, the fabricated AMC reflector plane
with a copper ground plane is situated underneath the
patch antenna, keeping an air gap of 1 mm between the
assemblies. This is shown in Figure 4. The inner con-
ductor of the coaxial RF connector is associated with the
feed point of the upper patch module, which provides a
good impedance match [54]. Therefore, the outer con-
ductor is associated with the ground of the patch and the
AMC reflector.
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Fig. 4. Patch antenna integrated on the AMC plane with
copper ground plane: (a) front side view; (b) back side
view.
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For the subsequent case, the second module is fab-
ricated as in the first case; except the ground plane is
modified by the half-done copper ground plane soldered
with the negative terminal of the two series connected
4 V, 100 mA solar cells with dimensions of 60 mm ×
60 mm × 1.5 mm. The front side and back side views of
the fabricated subsequent modules are shown in Figure 5.

This section covers a key strategy for determining
the dielectric constant of jeans, chosen for antenna fab-
rication under microwave frequencies. The exploratory
arrangement of the microwave test bench and the dielec-
tric constant measurement setup of jeans under test are
indicated schematically in Figure 6. A standing wave
pattern will be produced by turning on the klystron
power supply and the klystron tube. The general proce-
dure for the measurement of guide wave length (λ g) and
frequency (f) of the signal is reported [55].

The probe shall be kept at a minima position, and the
reading on the bench shall be taken. The jeans under test
will be put in the wave guide in contact with the short
circuit plate and the position of the new displaced min-
ima will be recorded. The difference between the two
positions of the minima shall be the shift (∆) caused by
the inclusion of the jean dielectric. The dielectric con-
stant will be determined utilizing the formulae detailed
in [55, 56], and the measured value of the dielectric con-
stant of the jeans under test is 1.67.
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Fig. 5. Patch antenna integrated on the AMC plane aided
with solar cell ground plane: (a) front side view; (b) back
side view.
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 Fig. 6. Experimental setup of a microwave bench and
dielectric constant measurement.

III. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT
RESULTS

The simulation process is carried out step-by-step
using HFSS V.15. To compute the electrical behavior
of complex components with arbitrary shapes and user-
defined material properties, HFSS V.15 employs a 3D
full-wave Finite Element Method (FEM) field solver. Ini-
tially, the top patch antenna module is simulated, and the
result indicates that the return loss (S11) of better than
-10 dB is attainable over the 2.38 GHz–2.48 GHz band
with a center frequency of 2.42 GHz and an impedance
bandwidth of 4.13%. The realized peak gain of the pro-
posed patch antenna under simulation is 4.51 dBi.

Furthermore, a standardized model for a capacitive
partially reflective surface screen and its equivalent cir-
cuit representation are employed here to facilitate the
analysis of AMC. The geometry of the AMC unit cell
and its equivalent circuit representation [57] are shown
in Figure 7, where the conducting element is represented
by the inductor and the inter-element capacitance by the
capacitor. Subsequently, the reflection phase characteris-
tic of the AMC unit cell against frequency with suitable
boundary conditions [57, 58] was simulated. A single
cell of the structure was studied using periodic bound-
ary conditions on its sides to simulate an infinite struc-
ture [44]. The simulation setup and the resultant reflec-
tion phase characteristic of the AMC unit cell against
frequency are shown in Figure 8(a) and (b). Meanwhile,
the operating bandwidth of the proposed AMC unit is
defined in the frequency range of 2.15 GHz to 2.55
GHz between ±90◦. After that, the proposed antenna on
the AMC model is carried out, which is shown in Fig-
ure 8(c). The simulated result indicates that the S11 of
better than −10 dB is attainable at the 2.38–2.46 GHz
band.

Wearable antennas are explicitly designed to be
worn close to the physical body, and the SAR is
used to address the dangers posed to the human
body by wearable specialized gadgets [47]. SAR is a crit-
ical boundary for determining the amount of electromag-
netic field consumed by human tissues [48].

Figure 9 simulates the basic model of human tissues
[53] with their electrical properties, relative permittivity
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Fig. 7. Geometry of an AMC unit cell with its typical
equivalent circuit.
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9 Fig. 8. AMC unit cell. (a) Simulation setup in HFSS. (b)
Reflection phase characteristic. (c) Overall view of the
proposed antenna on AMC in HFSS.

(εr), conductivity (σ ), mass density (ρ) and thickness
(d), consisting of skin (εr = 38.0067, σ = 1.184, ρ = 1001
kg/m3, d = 1 mm), fat (εr = 10.8205, σ = 0.58521, ρ =
900 kg/m3, d = 2 mm), and muscle (εr = 55, σ = 1.437,
ρ = 1006 kg/m3, d = 10 mm) with a size of 130 mm ×
120 mm × 13 mm and SAR distributions at 2.4 GHz with
an input power of 0.1 W. The antenna is positioned at a
height of 2 mm from the tissue surface. From the simu-
lated SAR distributions, the peak 1 g SAR value for patch
alone is 4.08 W/kg. Then again, the peak 1 g SAR value
for patches on AMC is 1.272 W/kg (3.4576e−1). From
the outcome, it tends to be seen that the most extreme
SAR regard diminishes essentially with the presentation
of the AMC plane and, furthermore, the SAR constraint
is fulfilled with a value that is well-below the acceptable
limit. Both the patch and the substrate have been cut and
stuck manually. Moreover, feeding cable losses were not
considered in the simulation.

In this study, surveys for both free space and on-
body surroundings are considered. The performance
of the man-made proposed antenna placed on the flat
surface of the physical body should be studied to
demonstrate whether it meets the sensible application
necessities or not. Each layer of the physical body has
its own dielectric characteristics that additionally rely
on the frequency. The proposed antennas are meant to
be worn around the torso area; hence they are posi-
tioned on the abdomen. The proposed antenna was
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Fig. 9. SAR distributions of the proposed antenna on
AMC in HFSS.
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Fig. 10. Proposed wearable antenna measurement setup.

tested through an Agilent-N5230A vector network ana-
lyzer associated with the standard calibration, and the
S-parameter measurement arrangement is displayed in
Figure 10.

The simulated and measured values of the S11 and
VSWR concerning the frequency are shown in Fig-
ures 11 and 12 in free space and in the body environ-
ment. The simulated S11 and VSWR of the patch antenna
on the AMC plane with the copper ground at 2.42 GHz
are −20.26 dB and 1.23 with an impedance bandwidth of
3.3% from 2.38–2.46 GHz. By considering the free space
environment, the measured S11 and VSWR of the patch
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Fig. 11. S11 versus frequency: (a) free space environ-
ment; (b) on-body environment.

antenna on the AMC plane with the copper ground at
2.4 GHz are −21 dB and 1.19 with an impedance band-
width of 4.16% from 2.36–2.46 GHz. On the other hand,
the measured S11 and VSWR of the same patch antenna
on the AMC plane with partially copper-aided solar cells
ground plane at 2.4 GHz is −16.695 dB and 1.06 with an
impedance bandwidth of 13.33% from 2.24–2.56 GHz.

For on-body consideration, the proposed patch
antenna on the AMC plane with the copper ground plane
resonates over the 2.34–2.44 GHz band (impedance
bandwidth of 4.2%) and also the same patch antenna
on the AMC plane with a partially copper-aided solar
cell ground plane resonates over the 2.16–2.48 GHz
band (impedance bandwidth of 13.79%) with VSWR
less than 2. Figures 11 and 12 show that S11 of the
antenna encompasses a slight deviation, whereas the
general performance of the antenna is largely the same
as with the original antenna. It is often seen that the
designed wearable antenna suffers less from the electri-
cal characteristics of human tissues, and its performance
is comparatively stable.

The proposed antenna gain was measured over
an anechoic chamber measurement setup and is shown in
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Fig. 12. VSWR versus frequency: (a) free space environ-
ment; (b) on-body environment.13 
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Fig. 13. Photograph of the measurement environment:
the anechoic chamber with standard horn antenna and
proposed antenna.

Figure 13. The radiation pattern of the simulated gains of
the proposed antenna at 2.4 GHz is shown in Figure 14.

The realized peak gain of the proposed patch
antenna loaded with AMC under simulation is 7.02 dBi.
The simulated antenna gain was enhanced from 4.51 dBi
for the patch antenna to 7.02 dBi for the patch on the
AMC reflector. From an application point of view, an
AMC reflector can be evaluated by comparing antenna
radiation features in the presence of an AMC reflector
with and without the aid of solar cell ground.
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Fig. 14. Simulated 3D gain radiation pattern of the pro-
posed antenna.
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Fig. 15. 2D radiation patterns of simulated and measured
gain: (a) E-plane; (b) H-plane.

The far-field E-plane (YZ-plane) and H-plane (XZ-
plane) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz are shown in Fig-
ure 15 (a) and (b) based on simulation and measurement
results. In the physical body environment, the measured
peak gain of the proposed antenna on the AMC plane

with copper ground and the same patch on the AMC with
copper ground aided with solar cells is 6.53 dBi and 5.33
dBi, respectively.

The AMC loaded antennas have decreased side and
back lobe radiation, as shown in Figure 15, and have
good unidirectional radiation properties. When com-
pared to the proposed antenna with copper ground, the
proposed antenna with copper ground aided by solar
cells emits the least amount of radiation in the broad-
side direction and has a gain along the antenna plane that
is only a few decibels below the maximum. When such
an antenna is placed on the human body, the antenna’s
small rear lobe shows that very little energy is emitted
into the tissue. Because of this property, the antenna is
more robust to human body loading, making it an excel-
lent fit for wearable applications.

On discussion of the effect of solar cells on AMC
ground, the proposed antenna will not affect the radia-
tion much and will only cause a minor deviation in gain
due to the solar cells’ semiconductor nature. Another
limitation on the discussion about the operation of the
proposed antenna in the body environment is that the
solar cells are aided on the ground plane of the AMC,
on the external body side, and the antenna patch on the
internal body side. As a result, the maximum radiation
is directed at the human body, and its radiation gain
performance suffers slightly. This proposed design is
useful for in-body and on-body communication. Mean-
while, the utilization of solar cells must be considered
for its DC energy conversion performance when exter-
nally falling solar light hits the solar cells.

A small difference between the simulated and mea-
sured curves is examined. This is clarified by the
vulnerability concerning the material substrate proper-
ties and the mechanical errors brought about by the
manual manufacturing method with basic apparatuses.
Note that utilizing machine dimensions or laser slic-
ing does not lead to better outcomes because of the
unavoidable irregularity of the antenna during practi-
cal operation. The most significant thing is that antenna
performance, despite everything, satisfies the necessi-
ties for WLAN communication. SAR measurements
and thermal impacts [48, 59] are used to examine the
biological effects of the performing antenna. Due to
lower permittivity at higher frequencies, there was a
decline in biological effect as the resonant frequency
increased. As a result, SAR is reduced, and the heat
effect is also reduced. Electronic textiles, which are
hybrid products that incorporate electrical functionality
into textiles, must frequently resist washing operations in
order to maintain textile usability. However, washability,
which is critical for many electronic textile applications
such as medical or sports due to cleanliness standards,
is frequently insufficient. The elements that determine
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Table 2: Comparison with previous works
Parameter/Ref. Conducting

parts
Substrate

parts
Reflected

plane/number
of unit

cells/size
(mm2)

No. of
band

Gain
dBi

Band of
operation

(GHz)

1 g aver.
SAR
W/kg

Applications

[36] Shieldex
conductive
metalized

nylon (Zell)

Leather EBG
8 circular
periodic

100 × 100

1 0.75 5.7–5.87 1.21 ISM band
for on-body
communica-

tion
[37] Copper Poly

Dimethyl
siloxane

EBG
2 × 3

40 × 32

1 2.1–5.6 Center
frequency

2.4

0.0536 WBAN
applications

[38] Copper Rogers
RT/Duroid

5880

Metasurface
2 × 2

–

2 4.54
4.71

3.2–3.5
3.9–4.3

0.174
0.207

WBAN
communica-

tion
[40] Copper Rogers

RO3003
Metasurface

2 × 2
62× 40

1 6.2 2.36–2.4 0.66 Medical
BAN

devices
[41] Nickel-

copper-
polyester

Felt Metamaterial
7 × 7

100 × 100

1 6 4.55–13 0.067 UWB-
WBAN

application
[44] ShieldIt Super Felt AMC

3 × 3
87 × 77

2 5.5
7.5

2.4–2.7
5.04–6.04

- Wi-Fi
on-body

applications
[46] ShieldIt Super Felt AMC

4 × 4
100 × 100

2 2.5
0–4

2.45
5.04–5.93

0.0464
0.0232

WLAN
applications

[49] ShieldIt Fleece
fabric

AMC
6 × 4

306 × 306

1 6.53 2.17–2.57 0.03
(for
10 g
aver.)

Wearable
applications

[50] ShieldIt Felt
(antenna)

Denim
(AMC)

AMC
3 × 3

85 × 85

2 - 2.4–2.69
5.15–5.87

- Wi-Fi and
the 4G-LTE
applications

[51] Copper Pellon
(antenna)
RO3003
(AMC)

AMC
4 × 4

124 × 124

1 4.6 2.2–2.6 0.33 ISM band
applications

[52] Zelt Felt
Jeans
Cotton

AMC
2 × 3

42 × 63

2 7.14
9.9

Center
frequency
2.45 & 5.8

0.34
0.27

Wi-Fi
applications

[53] Copper Polyimide AMC
2 × 2

66.8 × 66.8

1 7.47 2.27–2.76 0.15 Medical
BAN

devices
The proposed

antenna
Copper Jeans

fabric
AMC
7 × 8

101 × 96

1 5.33 2.16–2.48 1.272 ISM band
applications

& DC
energy

conversion
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Table 3: Evaluation results of the proposed antenna
Model Band of operation (GHz) Impedance

bandwidth
VSWR S11 (dB) Gain total

(dBi)
Patch sim. 2.38–2.48 4.13% 1.38 −15.94 4.51

Patch on AMC sim. 2.38–2.46 3.3% 1.23 −20.26 7.02
Patch on AMC meas. 2.34–2.44 4.2% 1.19 −21 6.53

Patch on AMC with solar cells
meas.

2.16–2.48 13.79% 1.272 −18.3 5.33

 

 

 

Fig. 16. Solar cell VI characteristics with and without
antenna.

washing damage in textile integrated electronics, as well
as common weak points, have not been substantially
explored, making a targeted strategy to improve washa-
bility in electronic textiles problematic [60, 61].

The solar cell parameters, open circuit voltage
(VOC) and short circuit current (ISC) were measured by
concentrating the normal sun-based light on solar cells,
embedding them with and without the antenna. From
the measurements, the proposed solar cells carry a cur-
rent of ISC = 100 mA with a voltage VOC = 8 V when
none is integrated with the antenna. Nevertheless, the
same solar cells are connected with an antenna; the mea-
sured ISC current and VOC voltage are 96 mA and 8
V, respectively. The voltage-current (VI) characteristics
of solar cells integrated with and without antennas are
shown in Figure 16. The power delivered by a solar
cell is the product of current and voltage. If the multi-
plication is done point for point, for all voltages from
short-circuit to open-circuit conditions, the power curve
is obtained for a given radiation level. Of course, neither
of these two conditions generates any electrical power,
but there must be a point, called the “Knee” point, some-
where in between where the solar cells generate maxi-
mum power, Pmax. The observed Pmax of the solar cell
without and with the antenna is 378 mW and 363.08
mW, which is a small decrease in maximum output
DC power of 14.92 mW and is also commonly
acceptable.

Table 2 shows the novelty of the proposed antenna
compared with several reported wearable antennas. The

evaluation results in Table 3 indicate that the proposed
antennas have a lower profile and operate in the ISM
band used for green wearable wireless on-body and in-
body communications with acceptable bandwidth.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, a textile patch antenna on the AMC

surface stacked silicon solar cells partially with its cop-
per ground is presented and tested for its performance.
A technical viewpoint on the loading of the AMC with
the antenna and also the RF behavior of solar cells by
incorporating them into the AMC ground plane is elu-
cidated. The improvement of radiation efficiency with a
reduction in specific absorption rate levels is achieved
over frequencies clustered around 2.4 GHz. The bending
and crumbling tests on the proposed antenna are limited
due to the brittle nature of solar cells stacked with the
AMC ground plane. Currently, flexible solar cells are a
research-level technology. In order for solar clothing to
function at an optimal level, direct exposure to sunlight
is required for very long periods. It is hoped that solar
clothing will be able to charge phones, tablets, and GPS
units for people who enjoy outdoor activities such as ski-
ing, snowboarding, or hiking.
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